A Manufacturer and a Brand
Ticket To The Moon originally created the parachute hammock in 1996, in Bali, Indonesia. You can check more about the brand on our YouTube channel.

As Ethic Company, we love to think that we are more some kind of tribe than just a business company, since we are not only promoting a product but rather a way of living.

Mission - Provide high comfort and high secure products to our users
Being manufacturer allow us to provide the best product and the best service to our user:
The TTTM parachute inventions are handmade in our factory of Bali in Indonesia, from the highest quality of nylon fabric (100% nylon): resistant, elastic, breathable, anti-mildew, skin-friendly tested, 441 color combinations available (hammock).

All the range is tested in the most extreme conditions, and has to succeed a strict quality control prior to leave the factory and to obtain our manufacture guarantee (Ticket to the Moon products carry a 2 years warranty against defects in workmanship and materials).

Description – Lightweight, Compact & Durable parachute inventions
The TTTM parachute hammock comes in a compact and light pouch, where is folded a solid and big hammock. Ideal as travel bed, perfect to take a nap or just to chill...

For user convenience, the set up system (Stainless hook/Nautical ropes) remains the easiest and the safest available on the market. Optional set up system with High-Grade Carabiners & Tree-friendly straps.

Over the years TTTM has developed a whole range of Hammock (Baby, Single, Double, King Size, Mammock), Hammock accessories (Tarp, Mosquito BugNet 360...) and many other daily use products (Eco-Friendly Bags...). Hammock setting in less than 90 sec.

Vision - Ticket To The Moon Social Responsibility
Labor condition:  
All the TTTM staff benefit from social security, pension, and a basic salary higher than the minimum salary in Bali. Daily work is 8h (5.5 days a week), no children labor.

No waste in factory:  
Everything is used or recycled (eco-friendly bags range made from the spare fabric generated while manufacturing hammocks).

In 2009, the Ticket To The Moon Foundation was created to formalize the help to the Sumbanese Kodi tribe (East Indonesia) in the fields of health, education, culture and development, and offer the possibility to other partners to commit in their relief program.
Ticket To The Moon took an important part to this project from the beginning and distributes around 10% of his annual profit to support the foundation. More info http://www.mandorak.org/

Keep on Hammocking  
Charly – CEO TTTM
The Mammock
MoonHammock — Giant parachute hammock (6m x 3m // 1600 g)

An outsized parachute hammock (18m²) for a comfort yet unpublished. 100% Nylon (breathable & elastic).

Comes equipped with the Ticket To The Moon’s carabiners for maximum security. Maximum load 200 kg.
Tree Friendly Straps – Set of nautical ropes (2 x 2.50m // 330 g)

The “Tree Friendly Straps” by Ticket To The Moon is a set of 2 times 2.50m of nautical rope-lined and pre-knotted for a setup of your hammock within seconds.
No complicated knot tying required!

Includes 1m of “Tree Protectors”, also useful when you hang your hammock on sharp or smooth supports.

Each cord can hold the maximum hammock weight of 200kg.
It comes bundled in a tiny pouch just like your hammock, so you can take them anywhere with you without taking up unnecessary space or weight in your pack.

Ready to use.
Carabiners – Quick setup & maximum security

Ticket To The Moon design his own carabiner, to have the easiest and maximum secure hang system for your hammock. Available in black color with our signature Ticket To The Moon in white.

Made from cold-forged aluminum alloy for exceptional strength-to-weight ratio, there aren’t any flat/sharp spots in the interior to wreck your hammock or your ropes. It was designed to place the rope in exactly the right place on the carabiner to maximise strength at all times.

Special Features: Material: A6061/Weight: 25.7g/Closed Gate Strength: 10 kN
POS - Wall MoonDisplay

The ideal solution for stores with no space to allocate on point of sale.

Capacity 10 products:
- Any size Hammock (except Mammock)
- Mosquito Net
- Tarp

Join the tribe!

Follow us on